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WHY do we teach commands with leash pressure?
 

Because we know that although food is extremely
effective when it  comes to training,  it  isn't  always 100%

reliable.  Think about how many times your dog has
literally turned its nose up at a piece of food because

there is  a bigger distraction around l ike another dog, a
squirrel ,  or even a toy.  

 
The leash will  always be your f irst and most trusted
means of communication with your dog. Leash work

allows you to speak to your dog in a si lent language, AND
it allows you to give meaning to your words.  

 
We teach all  obedience through leash work as that will  be

the foundation for EVERYTHING you do moving forward.
 

We don't want dogs to constantly rely on prompting from
the leash,  but in the beginning,  we definitely want them

to respect and yield to it .
 

The leash is a great way to begin shaping behaviors and
just teaching your dog how to follow your lead. It  also
sets the groundwork for all  the remote collar training

that will  follow as your progress on your journey.
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What is  escape conditioning?
 

Escape conditioning (continuous stim, or CS),  is  exactly what it
sounds l ike.  We are teaching our dogs how to turn off  or escape

the low level remote collar stim. 
 

When working on CS,  you want your collar to be on the LOWEST
possible level the dog feels .  It  should be a neutral  stimulation to
the dog, neither positive or negative,  its just a subtle sensation

they feel .
 

You will  go back to your foundation leash work in this phase and
TEACH your dog (with leash guidance if  needed) how to turn off

the stim. You will  keep the collar engaged until  the dog does
the desired behavior.

 
This is  why leash work is  important.  At this stage,  you are not

using words to teach the dog anymore (E collar is  a new
language, you have to take a step back!)  So you will  rely more on

leash/food/body cues to help the dog understand what you
want.  

 
When you do enough reps,  the dog will  understand that

performing X behavior = stim goes away.  This is  how you play
the game. Teach every command one at a time, and show the

dog how to make stim go away,  
 

When your dog is offering the desired behavior every time it
feels stim, you know your dog understands the language of the

remote!  It  knows how to ESCAPE stim. And you can now
progress to avoidance conditioning. 
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What is  Non-Compliance Stim?
 

Once your dog has progressed past CS,  it 's  t ime to move to NCS.
This stage of training is also known as avoidance conditioning.  This
means,  in short ,  that your dog knows how to escape low level stim,

so now you can teach the dog how to AVOID the stim altogether!
 

This stage is especially fun for the dog because all  the dots will
begin to connect.  You've already taught your dog its commands

verbally ,  and now they understand the e collar as well .  So during
the NCS stage you bring your verbal cues BACK into the picture,  and

you give your dog a chance to "beat the stim." Meaning,  as long as
they respond to the verbal cue quick enough, they will  be rewarded
and feel no stim. IF they choose not to comply,  or act distracted, or

simply just step out of command, you will  engage low level stim
(continuous working levels)  which will  act as an invisible leash and

prompt the dog to get into command. 
 

Because you've done your leg work with both leash and escape
conditioning,  this will  make perfect sense to the dog, since stim =
go into command (our last segment of training CS taught the dog

this.)  So now your dog is basically playing a game of "how can I
avoid stim/beat the stim?" 

 
This puts the power in the dog's hands,  not yours!  NCS allows dogs
to make clear decisions.  Either do what I  asked and everything is

cool AND you get rewarded, or ,  i f  you blow me off ,  stim is engaged.
This is  all  done at working levels because you are sti l l  building that

belief system into the dog. You want your words to build up
meaning while the dog learns its actions have true consequences.

You will  stay on this stage of training until  you are rarely ever using
the remote and the dog chooses to make the right choice on its

own!
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Corrections are the next stage of NCS training,  The concepts are the
same, except now we transition from continuous working levels to a

higher level ,  MOMENTARY tap on the remote collar .  We also
introduce our verbal "no" marker before applying a correction at

this stage.  
 

The reason we transition from NCS to corrections is  because we
want to motivate the dog to STOP the unwanted behaviors entirely

AND build up the power of our "no."
 

I f  we are always guiding the dog back into position with low levels ,
l ike we do during NCS, there is  not really any motivation for the dog

to stop breaking command or getting distracted etc.  By moving to
slightly higher levels ,  we build up that motivation by making the

act of non-compliance sl ightly less desirable to the dog. 
 

A proper correction should only have to be done once or twice- i f
you find yourself  constantly correcting your dog, chances are you

are underwhelming the dog or "nagging" as we l ike to call  it ,  
 

A proper correction will  change a dog's behavior and their thought
process around such behavior.  I f  breaking command to chase toys is
a common habit for your dog, a correction should motivate the dog

to stop. Avoiding a correction becomes the new baseline for
compliance.  We are no longer bribing dogs to hold command, as

they are way past that stage,
 

Think of humans and speeding tickets.  We don't speed because
typically the consequence for speeding is a hefty ticket and time in

court- major inconvenience for most people.  I f  the only
repercussion for speeding was a $5 ticket,  most people would speed

without second thought right?
 

There is  no reward for not speeding,  but the thought of a f ine and
court MOTIVATES us to not speed, and it  changes our behavior.  


